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Motivation

It is clear that the current explosion in wireless networks will continue, driven by the need for mo-
bile, untethered, ad-hoc, personal and device-to-device network applications. Furthermore, Future Smart
cities will also require a number very diverse physical realms, supported by a wide variety of technologies
beyond IP (or IPv6) including 5G, MANETs, DTNs, sensor/actuator, and smart grid networking. Fur-
thermore, the current Internet imposes IP as the “hourglass waist”, forcing least-common denominator
semantics on the end-to-end transport using inter-realm paths. Finally, the networking infrastructure will
have interdependencies on other critical infrastructure including the power grid (which powers the Inter-
net and increasingly needs the network for control), and transportation networks who present situational
awareness through the network, and use the network to optimise and load-balance pedestrian, personal
vehicular, mass transit, and freight.

Future smart cities will further be deployed in dense environments in which spectrum will be limited,
even under dynamic allocation, and will have to carefully balance spatial reuse, as well as the partitioning
of wired (where practical for fixed devices and access) and wireless (where necessary or convenient for
mobile and untethered) communication.

Technologies

A number of technologies will enable smart cities, as mentioned above. The evolution of mobile
networks beyond 3.5G (LTE/HSPA+/802.16e) to 4G (LTE-advanced) to 5G will provide a critical enabling
infrastructure for smart cities. In particular, new demands, such as more traffic volume, many more devices
with diverse service requirements, and better quality of user experience (QoE), will require an increasing
number of innovative solutions. Mobile devices will play continuously evolving roles in everyday life. 5G
systems for Smart Cities, should support the following emerging new use cases:

• ultra-low latency and high reliability communications

• human and machine-centric communication using the IoT (Internet of things)

• high user density with ad hoc peer-to-peer multihop communication

• high quality at high mobility

• enhanced multimedia service
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• convergence of applications

• ultra-accurate positioning applications

Usage scenarios can be divided into mainly three categories: enhancing mobile broadband, enabling
massive machine type communications (MTC), and ultra-reliable and low latency communications. Even
though the study of Smart City focuses more on massive MTC, it is actually affected by all three categories.

Complexity

A significant research challenge is cope with this complexity of multi-realm, multi-level resource-
constrained networks. An important aspect of this will be a framework for intelligent cross-layering and
inter-realm composition. The purpose of this is to enable both the dynamic control of lower layers (via
dials) and the controlled exposure of underlying performance characteristics to higher layers (via dials)
within the network stack.

Resilience and Survivability

An important aspect is to provide dependable (reliable, available, maintainable, and safe), resilient,
and survivable wireless network services in this complex heterogeneous internetwork on which peoples’
lives depend. The inherent diversity provides opportunities to increase resilience by the use of alternative
access technologies and mechanisms, either as hot-standbys, or using active multipath transport.

Public Safety and Disaster Recovery

In emergency scenarios, smart cities need to be safe cities especially during network unavailability
due to infrastructure damage from attackers or disasters, indoor or underground communications or cell-
edge locations of users. With public safety scenarios, coverage, availability, throughput and reliability
are the most critical requirements. Satisfying these requirements could mean the difference between life
and death. First, the emergency situations require real-time access to exceptionally high amount of traffic
such as high resolution maps, floor plans, on-field video transmissions. In addition, the network needs to
support a large group of several hundreds of first responders among multiple agencies and jurisdictions.
This poses another problem: coverage. Some users might be far away from a multicast transmitter or
their link quality suffers; which would decrease the coverage probability of the receiver and might re-
quire several re-transmissions to send the message successfully. Another constraint is the availability of
user equipment (UEs). When the remaining battery life is critical, a UE can no longer participate in the
transmission/reception. There is a trade-off between throughput (or end-to-end delay) and reliability due
to the random transmission errors caused by the unpredictable behaviour of the wireless channel. When
link quality is poor, packets might need to be re-transmitted to ensure reliable delivery; however this in-
creases the end-to-end delay significantly. The objective is to minimise delay, while maintaining some
good degree of reliability.

Disaster recovery additionally requires further inter-disciplinary interactions, including with first re-
sponders, search-and-rescue, emergency health-care providers, and long term rebuilding and health main-
tenance. Collaborations across these disciplines is essential for public safety and disaster recovery.
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